
Name: Chris Sullivan        

Morse Crossword 2
Complete the crossword below
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Down
1. Wiccan nickname for Morse. (5)
2. Alan, Tony or Adele in Jericho. (8)
3. This precious stone is novelistically ours. (5)
4. Danny's car company sounds like like a mythical 
beast. (7)
6. Blameless Oxford Chief Superintendent. (8)
8. Sounds like the French thank you for quality. (5)
10. author of 'sweet city with her dreaming spires'. 
(7,6)
15. Puzzle of 4.82 kilometres? (6)
17. Do seeing the break up of Colin's pseudonym 
help? (7)
18. Look past Philip a university examiner. (6)
21. Trobled, yet misers are a conundrum for secret 
society. (9)
22. Cranston thinks university workers can block but 
not bowl. (7)
23. Morse needs a revised alteration to find nemesis. 
(2,5)
25. Sad elephant is internally in need of Cecil. (5)
26. A balletic final dance for Endeavour. (4)

Across
4. Butterfly or fish for Dr Russell. (8)
5. Hesitate after I hear way out is needed to find a 
college. (6)
7. French wine is initially for the Church of England 
and Mr Cranston. (5)
9. Alces alces is Italian for Morse? (5)
11. Boxing belt that can'r be won at an Oxford College. 
(8)
12. Mr Morse is confused by lyric. (5)
13. An Endeavour episode all about lettuce? (6)
14. Stains appear to be indicating an acting nurse. (5)
16. Salt curse meat? It must be Friday. (6,4)
19. Shakespearean actor in the Twilight of his acting 
career. (7)
20. All episodes equals arsenic's atomic number. (6-5)
21. My major novel is all about a Lewis episode. (6,4)
24. Picture taker snaps radical before precipice and 
head of Exeter College. (9)
27. Lawsuit to return property includes broken pin 
lever. (8)
28. By the sound of it Rupert ended a shanty town 
which is deadly. (7)


